Imam Ahmed Al Hassan A.S on Paltalk – 31st January, 2017
A guest in the room said: I'm Shia.

The Imam (a.s) replied: You are mutashayia (those who claim falsely) not Shia.

The Guest said: I'm Shia son of a Shia.

The Imam (a.s) said: No my son, you are a mutashayia the son of a mutashayia. The Shia is a high rank that only those who have great luck achieve.

Then the Guest accused us of lying without proof.

So the Imam (a.s) said: See my son, how you prove to yourself that you are not a Shia? The Shia do not accuse anyone of lying without proof, so what's your proof that we are lying?

A Guest had claimed that he has met the Mahdi (a.s)

The Imam (a.s) said: How did you know it's Muhammad son of Al Hassan (a.s)?

A Guest said earlier that the Mahdi did not appear yet.

The Imam (a.s) said: How do you know he hasn't appeared (a.s). We have evidence from Muhammad and the family of Muhammad (sawas) so what do you have from evidence?

So the Imam (a.s) said: Ignorance has become a plague (sickness/disease) that must be fought (cured) as quick as possible.

The Imam (a.s) said: Who is your Mahdi that you have met? Declare his name. A question... which messenger do you want us to follow a messenger... who painted it for you Abdulwahab and Ibn Taymia may
the curse of Allah befall them? More like Lanahum Allah instead of (may the curse of Allah befall them) Ignorance is a disease.

The Imam (a.s) said: Ignorance is a disease.

The Imam (a.s) said: My brother Abu Ridha we give you the glad tidings that the Imam Al Mahdi (a.s) has appeared from longer than two years.

Someone asked the Imam (a.s): Where is the Imam Al Mahdi (a.s)?

The Imam (a.s) answered: He’s present in Egypt.

A guest named Abu Ridha Al Mansuri said: Brother do you not see the oppression the theft and poverty in Iraq? Why doesn't he come there is a narration that says if the qaim a.s comes he fills earth with justice and fairness.

The Imam (a.s) said: The recipient is weak, when the recipient becomes stronger then he (Imam Mahdi a.s) wont wait for you to ask him, the entire matter depends on you all.

The Imam (a.s) said: The Correct testimony is as follows
I bare witness that there is no god except Allah alone without partners,
And I bare witness that Muhammad is his servant/slave and messenger,
And I bare witness that Ali and the imams from his children are the proofs of Allah,
And I bare witness that the Mahdi and the Mahdis are the proofs of Allah.

These are the correct testimonies.

The Imam (a.s) said: Congratulations to those who testify them by their hearts, mind, blood, flesh, and tongue.
Someone asked Brother Alrayt Alsud: Are you sure of the truthfulness of your companion Ahmed Al Hassan, that he is the Yamani and can swear upon that?

So he asked the Imam (a.s) if he allowed him.

So The Imam (a.s) said: And would you believe him if he swears?

The Imam (a.s) said to the guest: But I call you to not depend on the swear of someone other than you, and research by your own self and know the truth.

Before this the Guest asked brother Alrayt Alsud to do the swear of innocence, brother Alrayt Alsud asked permission from the Imam (a.s).

So the Imam (a.s) said: Go ahead O’Jafar.

Someone asked for the picture of Imam Mahdi (a.s)

The Imam (a.s) said: The Imam (a.s) has a picture, but it has not been spread yet.

The Imam (a.s) said: And they killed people and stole money by the name of this blessed dawa. (Speaking about the 2008 event to the guests)

Someone said what means this: There are famous scholars that will give the good news not you on a live broadcast in this stupid way.

The Imam (a.s) said: If you wait for the Imam (a.s) to come through your scholars, then neither you nor a thousand from your progeny will ever see him.
The Imam (a.s) said: Your scholars have no need in Imam Al Mahdi (a.s), they care about gathering money, Mut'a marriage, and destruction of the religion.

The Imam (a.s) said: I leave you in the protection of Allah the Exalted. Assalamu alaykum warahmtullah wabaraktuh.